
“ Engineered with innovative features to  
 deliver precision way out there, Ruger’s  
 Precision Rifle raises the bar on long-range  
 accuracy to a whole new, exciting level.”

- Holt Bodinson, 
 GUNS Magazine

“ What other factory rifle, so  
 competitively priced, can be 
 counted on to shoot half-MOA 
 five-shot groups? ” 

- Joseph von Benedikt, Field Editor, 
 Outdoor Sportsman Group

“ Affordable accuracy with Ruger 
 quality - this is a keeper! ”

- Ed Head, 
 Writer & Firearms Instructor

“ Game changer. ”

- David Bahde, 
 Firearms &  
 Tactical Consultant

“  Wow! Ruger has really upped  
their game with the new 
Precision Rifle. A superb 
weapon to reach way out 
and make holes in stuff! ”

- Jeff Quinn, 
 Gunblast

“ This rifle is a cornucopia of clever  
 ideas – and pounds gongs into  
 scrap metal across zip codes! ”

- Wayne Van Zwoll, 
 Firearms Consultant

“ Reaching out and hitting a small 
 target from a distance beyond what 
 you can see with the naked eye is an  
 amazingly gratifying achievement. 
 The Ruger Precision Rifle ™ offers the 
 accuracy needed to accomplish 
 this feat consistently. ”

- Kelly Young, 
 American Rifleman Magazine

“ After thousands of rounds we have  
 proven the ‘Precision’ extremely  
 flexible, accurate and durable! ”

- Tim Fallon, 
 FTW Ranch

“ Ruger’s Precision Rifle 
 is a rifle that will be hard 
 to beat at any price.”

- Denny Hansen, Editor, 
 S.W.A.T. Magazine

“ 1,600 yards. Enough said.”

- Mike Fifer, CEO, 
 Ruger

“  An affordable, high-end, 
long-range rifle?

  Precisely. ”

- Jon Mather, 
 Lead Engineer on the 
 Ruger Precision Rifle ™, 
 Ruger

PURPOSE-BUILT TO DISTANCE ITSELF 
FROM THE TYPICAL LONG-RANGE RIFLE.
The Ruger Precision Rifle™ is a highly configurable, in-line recoil path, bolt-action rifle. Available in .308 Win. and 6.5 Creedmoor, the 

Ruger Precision Rifle™ offers outstanding accuracy and long-range capability. But don’t take our word for it... hear it from the experts.
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SEVEN PATENTS PENDING:
 Universal magazine latch mechanism allows both a side catch 

 and rear catch to be operated with the same interface.

 Bolt body contoured for universal magazine use.

 Dual barrel nut and handguard interface.

 Folding buttstock latch with rotatable, folded lock position.

 Dual acting stock cam levers and adjustment method.

 Two patents on the trigger and safety assembly and installation methods.
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Three-lug bolt with 70˚ throw 
features dual cocking cams 
and a smooth-running, 
full diameter bolt body.

In-line recoil path manages recoil  
directly from the rear of the receiver  
to the buttstock, not through a  
traditional bedding system, providing 
maximum accuracy potential.

20 MOA Picatinny rail 
secured with four, #8-40 
screws for increased 
long-range elevation 
capabilities.

Patent-pending multi-magazine 
interface functions interchangeably 
with AICS and M110/SR-25/DPMS/
Magpul-style magazines (works 
with some M14 magazines).

Medium contour (.75'' at 
the muzzle) barrel features a 
Ruger Precision Rifle™ Hybrid 
Muzzle Brake to effectively 
reduce recoil while minimizing 
noise and blast to the sides of 
the shooter (thread protector 
included).

Highly accurate Ruger cold hammer-forged  
4140 chrome-moly steel barrel with 
5R Rifling at minimum bore and groove 
dimensions, minimum headspace and 
centralized chamber.

Ruger® Precision MSR stock with QD sling 
attachment points features a bottom Picatinny rail 
and soft rubber buttpad. The left-folding stock hinge 
is attached to an AR-style buffer tube and accepts 
any AR-style stock. 

“Upper” receiver and one- 
piece bolt are precision 
CNC-machined from pre- 
hardened 4140 chrome-moly 
steel to minimize distortion.

Ruger Marksman Adjustable™ 
trigger is externally adjustable 
with a pull weight range of 2.25 
to 5.0 lbs.; wrench is stored in 
the bolt shroud.

Extended trigger-reach AR-style grip 
and 45˚ reversible safety selector.  
May be configured with any AR-style 
grip and selector.

Oversized bolt handle for 
positive bolt manipulation, 
with 5/16''-24 thread for easy 
replacement. Bolt disassembly tool 
is stored in the Ruger Precision 
Rifle™ Billet Aluminum Bolt Shroud 
for easy striker channel cleaning.

Barrels can be easily replaced by a competent gunsmith 
using AR-style wrenches and headspace gauges.

Magazine well front is contoured  
for a positive grip when bracing 
against shooting supports.

“Lower” magazine well halves are  
precision machined from aerospace-
grade 7075-T6 aluminum and are  
Type III hard coat anodized  
for maximum durability.

Equipped with a Ruger Precision 
Rifle™ Short-Action Handguard for 
improved scope clearance for long-
range scopes. May be configured 
with any AR-style handguard.

MODEL NUMBERS AND SPECIFICATIONS:

Model 
Number

Caliber Capacity Stock Barrel Barrel 
Length

Folded 
Length

Overall  
Length

Height Width Weight Length 
of Pull

Twist Suggested 
Retail

18004 308 Win 10 Folding, Adjustable 
Length of Pull and 
Comb Height

Cold Hammer-
Forged, 
5R Rifling

20'' 31.60'' 39.25''- 
42.75''

7.30'' 3.30'' 9.8 lbs. 12.00''-
15.50''

1:10'' $1,599.00

18008 6.5 Creedmoor 10 Folding, Adjustable 
Length of Pull and 
Comb Height

Cold Hammer-
Forged, 
5R Rifling

24'' 35.60'' 43.25''- 
46.75''

7.30'' 3.30'' 10.7 lbs. 12.00''-
15.50''

1:8'' $1,599.00


